BLOOD FLOW - MEDASONICS

CardioBeat™ Vascular Doppler System

#33-1010312010 Package contains: Doppler, Speaker/pulse rate display, headphones, Aquasonic® clear gel, batteries and belt pack.

Cardiobeat™ Ultrasound Stethoscope®

#33-1010313010 Package contains: Doppler, stethoscope headset, Aquasonic® clear gel, batteries and soft carrying case.

Cardiobeat™ With Headphones

#33-1010314010 Package contains: Doppler, headphones, Aquasonic® clear gel, batteries.

Model BF4B Ultrasound Stethoscope®
(General Blood Flow Doppler)

#33-1010154010 Package contains: Doppler, stethoscope headset, Aquasonic® clear gel, battery and soft carrying case.

Model BF5B Ultrasound Stethoscope®
(Superficial Blood Flow Doppler)

#33-1010137010 Package contains: Doppler stethoscope headset, Aquasonic® clear gel, battery and soft carrying case.
MULTI-PURPOSE PERIOPERATIVE SYSTEM

Model D8 Versatone Doppler System
• Multi-purpose perioperative Doppler
• Probes sold separately

Model P81 Precordial Probe
• Large 3.3 cm diameter flat probe operating at 2.4MHz
• Used to detect precordial venous air emboli

Model P82 Intraoperative Probe
• Pencil shaped 11.5 cm probe operating at 8 MHz
• Used in perioperative blood flow applications

Model P83 Intraoperative Probe
• Pencil shaped 2.5 cm probe operating at 8 MHz
• Used to monitor arterial flow

Model P84 Monitoring Probe
• Small, flat 2 cm square probe operating at 5.3MHz
• Used to monitor arterial flow

#33-101-0011-030
Includes: D8 unit, power cord, probe holder, one tube Aquasonic® gel

#33-101-0012010
Package includes: probe

#33-101-0013010
Package includes: probe

#33-101-0014010
Package includes: probe

#33-101-0015010
Package includes: probe